
 

RM 

 

Radionic potentiser , remedy maker 

 
A Remedy Maker wich I have made is one extraordinary instrument. In 2013 we made 
one experiment with human blood, where we marked 2 plates, with blood, one was 
control and whoom: There is growth of a cell, chondrocytes, after 8 hours of emmision of 
a laser beam from my Remedy maker. This is only one in the word instrument with laser 
beam connector. With a lase beam you can heal so many things.  
 
Here are come pictuers of a experiment:  
 

 
 
This is a manual for a Remedy maker, and with MP3 radionic instrument for your mobile . 
There ia a code book, but you can also can get a radionic rate calculator (for calculating 
8 digit code for any remedy you want). 
 
As well as using this device to originate Homoeopathic Remedies and Remedies made 
from disease Rates, you can also use the device to copy any Homoeopathic Remedies, 
or in fact any sort of Energy Remedy. The Potentiser can also be used as a means to 
transmit therapeutic vibrations to patients, simply by placing the remedy you wish to send 



in the Copy Well and a witness from the patient, such as a photograph or hair sample, in 
the Receive Well. Whithness you have to put in “up well” , and pellets in “down well”.  
 
This device requires electrical supply 9V battery and so is ideal for use in countries and 
"third world" locations where there may be no mains power supplies and batteries may 
be expensive to purchase, and yet this device can make any remedy in 30 min, by 
pulsing of the planet Earth.  

The Rates section has 9 dials each calibrated 0 - 10  

Potency facilities enabling selection of 1 X to 5M (MMMMM) and LM. 
 
There are a two types of potentie scales (you have to choose which one you prefer 
better):  
 
1.) Standard 
2.) Fibonachi number scale of potenties. This is something like a logaritmic, exponential 
scale, but it is inside of genome system, where we expect that a homeopathy makes 
gene expressions! 
 
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fibonacci_number 
 
So: C30 is the almost the same like C34 in Fibonachi scale, but this is a natural number: 
golden ratio is in, and it is fit better! 
 
What are a potenties types: 
This is the states of cell hyerarchy: X potencies: one cell in mitosys: epitels, 
regeneration;  
C potency: one cell in reproduction and growth systems: zygot, oocites, 
spermatogenesys, genitals...etc  
X is 1-cell system, or basic chakra, or Malkut: this is a very first tone of scale of 
differentiation. If you want to heal skin, or mucosa, excoriation use X, this is cells whoose 
have to divide just to do that simple function: covering 
C potency belongs to fast dividing cells: sex, mucose glands, hear, deep skin, gaster, 
joints, muscules, peripherial neuro cells, ganglias, intestinum: cells with "working or 
extretory" functions. This is a " tone up", chakra up 
M is a resorptive working function system: "food factory", mouth, salivary glands, 
receptors, pain, taste... 
MM is a distributive system: blood, heart, lungs... 
MMM is communication: by voice or hormons, neurotransmiters (thireoid gland is a close 
connected with)... 
MMMM is working brain, mind, calculation, logic...automatic system of calculation... 
MMMMM is a crown chakra: interpersonal or "space" system ... 
Got it? 
LM is "cable guy": if you have no energy in some system, LM will bring energy in to 
insufitient regias. 



On the swich board on the Remedy maker, are a swiches with kind of potenties, with 
marks with the numbers: this is the same, but it is scribed a bit different: 
M3 is MMM, M4 is MMMM...etc. 
 
Users of this RM are: Peter Chappell, Anne Vervacke, Serbian homoeopathic society 
“Hahnemann”, various homeopath all round world, from the more than 23 countries, 
including New Zealand, India, Chile, Australia, Japan… 
Be aware of “cheap” copies of my RM. 
 
 

 
 

RM with cables to connect to PC, Laser beam, speakers… 
 

Laser beam is a low-power accessory (less than 2,0 mW)  light device can be in red ( to 
targeting distance 2-5 m) or blue (1-5 Km) or green (up to 1Km) spectrum. You can use it 
to send remedies trough the laser beam, to the "target" whoo are at distance, trough 
glass into solutions, to hit a acupuncture points to heal a visible tissues, wounds, 
animals, plants, the leafs with insects... only sky is a limit:) 
There is no need for special "user manual" the laser beam. The tissues are a targets, the 
laser is a carrier, since laser is connected to the RM,so laser beam is a carrier of a 
homeopatic informations, just like sac. lac or wather, or alcohol. Simple as that. Just 
don’t point the laser beam in the eye. 
It is good for tissue treatments, even for sinus maxillaris, frontalis, external ear, 
membrana tympany (Staph and Cal for laceracio membranae tympany), postextraction 



complications, post surgery treatmants, cicatrixes, point injuries,.knee or joint injuries, 
arthritis, nail infections 
Extra order can be asked for: blue or green laser beam. 
Also laser beam can be integrated into RM with one cinch plug on the box  
 
I need aprox 7 days to make and to tune the instruments. 
If you want to bye it, I will send to you my bank instructions for payment, and than you 
will get the instrument/s.  
 
Remark for the reason of payment "Donation for the books" 
In that case I need your adress and phone No for delivery. 
 
 
The prices: 
Remedy Maker 450€, Laser beam 100€, MP3 remedyes 100€, postal fee aprox. 20€ 
(10,15, ) 
Remedy maker+laser beam + MP3, postal fee is free, 600 € 
 
 
 

Homeopathic remedies on a cell-phone 
They are always with you. You can get them on CD, e-mail, on a USB memory card, via 
the infrared port, a blutooth ... 
Currently available kits as follows (in MP3 and WAV audio format): 
 

 
 



MP3 RemedyMaker is one set of MP3 files on one CD, who must be transferred on the 
cell phone (mobile phone) or to PC, MAC... where you can play it like a music, trough 
speakers, into the water, alcohol solution, pellets, tablets... any of homeopathic remedy 
carriers. 
 
The prepared drugs can be used on the iPhone, cell phone, MP3 and MP4 player etc.. 
Kit made, costs 100 € or 20 € per group individually. 
 
The use of MP3 remedies: put the 1-1,5 dl water into the cup, place a cup on a mobile 
phone or player, “play” the drug from the phone, and you have a cure in your cup. The 
drug can be "played" on the ear or body part. The drug also can be played on pelets, the 
bottle of water (1l, 1.5 l, 2.5 l. ..).  
Mobile phone has a strong electromagnetic field. He can emit a signal within the 
workshop of more than 1m3. If making drug use PC speakers or a speaker or 
headphone MP3 player, then medication must be in close contact with the source of the 
sound that we use. 
 
When ordering any kind of combination of MP3 remedies (weather you want them all or 
just any spetial group) you can order it with or without cinhc plug. 



Main instructions for RM 

Making a remedy from a known Rate:  

Using the rates book that we supply with the machine you can select any one of 3700 
rates to make a remedy out of, or you can make a remedy from in fact any other Rate 
book that you may have.  

 

 

In order to input a known rate, numerical information is dialled in always from left to right, 
top to bottom row, as shown in the sequence above.  

Therefore, to enter a rate, say Ferr album (286900843) you would set dial number one to 
2, then dial number two to 8, then dial number three to 6, and dial number four to 9.  

Dropping down to the middle row, you would then set dial number five to 0, then dial 
number six to 0, and dial number seven to 8. and dial number eight to 4. Dropping down 
to the bottom row you would then set dial number nine to 3. All the other dials would be 
left at the blank (neutral) position. The next step is to set your potency selection on the 
controls shown below.  

On button 10 (volume) this is a Fibonachi number scale of potenties. This is something 
like a logaritmic, exponantial scale, but it is inside of genome system, where we expect 
that a homeopathy makes gene expressions! 
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fibonacci_number 
So: C30 is the almost the same like C34 in Fibonachi scale, but this is a natural number: 
golden ratio is in, and it is fit better! 

The down  right control is set by turning the small knob on it in a clockwise direction to 
increase potency,  your dilution factor of X, C, M, CM, MM…  or LM on the calibrated 
control beneath it. If you are unsure which potency to use in a given case it is 
recommended that you dowse the answer.  

Next place your tablets or bottle of water or alcohol in the receive well, and press the 
function switch to Make, and hold it in this position for at least 3 seconds. Your tablets 
are now ready for use.  



Finding the Rate for a Remedy:  

Using the well, it is quite a simple matter to dowse a rate for a substance, especially if 
you have a little of that substance on hand to test.  

Use “up well” where you have to put a whitness. You should then take your dowsing 
pendulum under “down well “in one hand whilst clicking each dial around, in turn, with the 
other. When your pendulum changes from a No swing to a Yes swing, you know you 
have found the correct digit for that dial. It takes a bit of practice, and it helps if you can 
already dowse.  

Copying a Remedy:  

It is both simple and quick to copy a remedy, and this can be done either changing the 
potency or not. First place the item you wish to copy in the up well. Set all the knobs in 
the rates section to 0. If you require to set a potency, enter it as described above. If you 
do not require an alteration in potency, set the top middle control to 0, place the material 
you wish to copy to in the Receive well (down well), and flip the function switch to Make, 
holding the switch in that position for at least 3 sec.  

Note: Homoeopathic and Energy Remedies, Gemstones, etc. placed in the Copy well are 
unaffected by the copying process.  

Transmitting a Remedy to a Patient  

The Potentiser is an ideal device for transmitting a remedy you have made directly to a 
patient, however on grounds of ethics it is recommended that you receive permission 
from the patient before performing this kind of treatment. You should obtain from the 
patient a small photograph of them (taken on their own) or a lock of hair. This is placed in 
the Receive well (down well). In the Copy well is placed the remedy you wish to transmit, 
or the Potentiser can be set up as if you were making a remedy from a Rate.  

Treatment given in this way is extremely effective but please be careful not to overdose 
the patient, and use lower potency levels in continuous transmission, and occasionally 
switch the Potentiser off. 



Rules for the use of homeopathic remedy maker 

1. On the front panel (depending on type) device are buttons labeled with codes. The 
first button is on the top left, then next right, such as one read and write, so it goes 
into the row below and so on. Codes are deialled on the buttons using reading order – 
from left to right, top to bottom.. 

2. On the bottom is the base for a 9V battery, which should be high quality. They last 
for months, depending on the frequency of which use. 

3. Codes for remedies  included in the list, next to the name of the remedy. New 
codes can be downloaded from the Internet, from various web sites, all match, this list 
do not belong to this machine but it can be used, as well as all other codes for remedy 
machine as long as they are in decade number system. 

4. Wanted potency is dialled on a separate button, or three-digit dial (depending on 
type). 

5. Button is pressed and held for 3 seconds. It should make a sound, and on some 
machines it lights "LED" button above. 

6. If your machine is with a laser, radionics " " then keep holding the button down 
until the laser works. 

7. If you liquid remedy, use a round glass bottle, preferably with a dropper, but can be 
used plastic as well. 

8. Remedies in liquid form, you can prepare in 10-70% alcohol, brandy, vodka or any 
other distilled alcoholic drink (grape, for example.) 

9. Set codes before making the remedy, and return them to zero as soon as you 
finish the remedy. 

10. The liquid medicine in 10% alcohol may last 1 month and 6 months for the pellets. 
They are treated as well as all other homeopathic remedies. If a remedy is found in 
the magnetic field, or being exposed to radiation, its vibration characteristics are 
temporarily shut down, until the moment when the remedy is shaken 20-30 times 
(Think of it as dust to be picked up, or as toys in glass balls with house and snow). 

11. Do not make stock of remedies, because it is impractical, they last about 6 months. 
It would be a good idea in addition to the names, codes, and potency of the drug, to 
write down the date when they are made and theirs durability. 

12. If you want to depotencirate/neutralize tablets or liquid, set codes to zero, and turn 
on the maximum possible potency (eg 999 5M), and hold button for 10-15 seconds. 

13. If number ten (10) is in code for remedy then on the codes in the code book 10 is 
written in brackets (10), as opposed to the number 0, and the number 1 in the 
sequence which are not marked with brackets as 10 

14. The machine makes drugs of potency 0 to 5M (MMMMM or 1 000 000 000 000 
000) LM 

15. CM potency is made as 100 M 
16. Transfer of the sample/ witness to the remedy is projected from the top (where the 

sample is placed, the witness) to the lower well of (where the sample, the witness 



patient), all the codes are zero (0). When the broadcast pattern of the patient, witness 
patient, placed in the lower well of the time that all the codes are set by the medicine 
being transmitted 

17. A special program for encrypting drugs over the name of the medicine can be 
downloaded from the Internet http://www.voicesync.org/releases/radionicratecalc.zip 
You can use the machine as a workshop tester, with a surplus or other radiesthesical 
aid. 

 
 
 

Remedy Maker with biofield / biosensor 
Extremely useful for allergies. The code is set or an allergen or witness is placed in the upper well, the 
patient places a finger on the biosensor (white field), the potency dial button is placed on the mark behind 
the LM mark (green field), the RM activation button is pressed (light must be on) it is held for 10s and can 
be given to the patient immediately. So can any other drug, not just for an allergen. Thus, the medicine 
was obtained directly for a specific patient and will not be usable for others. 
Blue arrow = laser connector 
Yellow arrow = audio output  
White arrow = biosensor  
The laser also has stimulating lights: white - for water and liquids; blue - for healing.  
Thus, the drug can be placed in closed sterile bottles larger than a well, even 10 l canisters. The best 
results are obtained with water that has stood first in the sun, then frozen and then thawed, and only then is 
it activated by light. It is best to use oval bowls so that they do not crack in the freezer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
What if something breaks or doesn't work properly what then? 

There is almost no problems. If you use it propertly, if you take a care to keep it on a safe box, you have a 
Remedymaker for a lifetime.  
Just do not drop it or smash it or wash it . 
Turn the buttons slightly. 
Check the battery once in year, if it leaking, change it. Use just dry long life batteries. They will rest for a year or 
two. 
If something is broken, you can send it on my address, and soon is possible (aller retour aprox. 2-3 weeks ) it will be 
repaired. 
 


